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6.8 Immigration and Migration in the Gilded Age
Theme: Migration and Settlement

Learning Objective 6.F: Explain how cultural and economic factors a�ected migration patterns over time.

Growth of Labor Force
KC-6.1.II.B.ii: The industrial workforce expanded and became more diverse through internal and international migration.

● Immigrants from southern Europe seeking economic opportunities, about ¼ are “________________________”
● Eastern Europeans often Jews fleeing ________________________
● Immigrants often used as “________________________” or strikebreakers

● Chinese in west coast - work in ________________________ industry
● Entered into ________________________ before leaving China, option to return or renew

Migrants in Cities
KC-6.2.I.A: As cities became areas of economic growth featuring new factories and businesses, they attracted immigrants from Asia
and southern and eastern Europe, as well as African American migrants within and out of the South…

● “__________________________________” from Northern and Western Europe dominated mid 19th c.
● Settled in ________________________ and ________________________ areas
● Still continued to arrive, though outnumbered

● “__________________________________”
● Southern and Eastern Europe
● Will settle overwhelmingly in __________________

● Some African Americans begin migrations (________________________)
● Prelude to ________________________ in 1910s

Migrants in Cities
KC-6.2.I.A ...Many migrants moved to escape poverty, religious persecution, and limited opportunities for social mobility in their home
countries or regions.

● Pogroms against ______________ begin in Russia after assassination of Alexander II, ___________
● Economic conditions in southern Europe poor, land scarce

● __________________ migrants hoped to earn enough money to return and buy land
● __________________ opens in 1892, receives new migrants
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● Screens migrants as new regulations passed in response to populist sentiment

Urban Neighborhoods
KC-6.2.I.B: Urban neighborhoods based on particular ethnicities, races, and classes provided new cultural opportunities for city
dwellers.

● ____________________________________ developed
● New immigrants would go to where other expats had settled
● Neighborhoods continued to change as groups improved economically

● Pros and Cons of concentration
● Retain cultural practices, easier to organize politically (____________________________)
● Poor and __________________ conditions led to negative perception of immigrants

● __________________ begin to develop as rail service expands out of the city

Recap

● Second wave of immigration came from southern and eastern Europe
● Immigrants from southern Europe often take up unskilled work in factories
● Some immigrants from eastern Europe came with trades that could be utilized in urban areas
● New immigrants settle primarily in cities, develop unique ethnic communities

Part II

Short Answer Questions

Answer the following in AT LEAST three sentences.

1. Explain how cultural and economic factors a�ected migration patterns over time.
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Rose Cohen on the World Beyond her Immigrant Neighborhood (ca.1897/1918)

Retrieved from: http://www.americanyawp.com/reader/18-industrial-america/rose-cohen-on-the-world-beyond-her-immigrant-neighborhood-ca-1897-1918/

Source: Rose Cohen, Out of the Shadow (New York: George H. Doran Company, 1918), 246-248. Available online via Google Books
(https://books.google.com/books?id=rGZmAAAAMAAJ).

Although almost five years had passed since I had started for America, it was only now that I caught a glimpse of it. For though I was in America I
had lived in practically the same environment which we brought from home. Of course there was a di�erence in our joys, in our sorrows, in our
hardships, for after all this was a di�erent country; but on the whole we were still in our village in Russia. A child that came to this country and
began to go to school had taken the first step into the New World. But the child that was put into the shop remained in the old environment with
the old people, held back by the old traditions, held back by illiteracy. Often it was years before he could stir away from it, sometimes it would
take a lifetime. Sometimes, too, it happened as in fairy tales, that a hand was held out to you and you were helped out.

In my own case it was through the illness which had seemed such a misfortune that I had stirred out of Cherry Street. But now that I had had a
glimpse of the New World, a revolution took place in my whole being. I was filled with a desire to get away from the whole old order of things. And
I went groping about blindly, stumbling, su�ering and making others su�er. And then through the experience, intelligence and understanding of
other beings a little light came to me and I was able to see that the Old World was not all dull and the new not all glittering. And then I was able
to stand between the two, with a hand in each.

1. Provide an Attribution for the document:

2. Use the document to support the thesis: “Global economic and cultural patterns greatly fueled immigration patterns to the
United States.”

3. Choose one of the analysis topics from HAPP and provide a 2 sentence analysis of the document.

4. Give an A-C-E response on a piece of outside evidence that is relevant to the document and topic of the thesis

http://www.americanyawp.com/reader/18-industrial-america/rose-cohen-on-the-world-beyond-her-immigrant-neighborhood-ca-1897-1918/
https://books.google.com/books?id=rGZmAAAAMAAJ
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Secondary Source Document Analysis

Read the essay and fill in the chart below. Identify one claim for each subsection of the essay and provide a piece of evidence that
corresponds to the claim.

Title:

Author:

Historical Period and Topic:

Thesis:

Claims Evidence

Identify an alternative viewpoint to the author’s thesis.

Does the author address this viewpoint by refuting or conceding to it?
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Immigration and Migration
The United States emerged in the last third of the nineteenth century as an industrial powerhouse, producing goods that then circulated around
the world. People in distant countries used American-made clothes, shoes, textiles, machines, steel, oil, rubber, and tools, among other finished
products. They also ate foods grown in American soil and relied upon America’s iron ore, coal, and lumber, all transported from the hinterlands to
the great shipping ports by American-built railroads. This frenzy of production transformed the United States in the decades following the Civil
War, making it the most dynamic economic engine in the world.

None of this could have happened without a work force that sewed the clothing, dug the coal, forged the steel, operated the railroads, and stoked
the fires of the many thousands of factories, mills, mines, and workshops that spread over the United States. The industrialization of America
stimulated the vast expansion of its own domestic business and agricultural sectors as well. Workers in factories and mines needed food,
housing, and a range of consumer goods. As factory employment grew and the population expanded, businesses responded by selling their wares
to the workers, enabling them to then go out and work and keep the economy on its course. Not limited to the Northeast, which had been the
center of industry earlier in the nineteenth century, industrialization transformed America, in no small measure as a result of massive
immigration.

Those newcomers came primarily from Europe and constituted the bulk of the laborers who made industrialization possible. Statistics tell part of
the story. In the decade from 1871 until 1880 more than 2,800,000 arrived, while the following ten-year period brought in over 5,000,000. In
the subsequent two decades well over thirteen million arrived, with the period from 1901 to 1910 being the single largest decade of immigration.
Clearly with numbers like this immigration was a serious issue in American life and became the focus of much political debate and contention.
These numbers have to be thought of in percentage terms as well. As a point of contrast, in 1850, the foreign born made up 9.7 percent of the
American population; by 1890 that figure stood at 14.7 percent.

The story of immigration to the United States in the industrial era also should be thought of in terms of where the immigrants came from. In the
1870s migration tended to come primarily from central and northern Europe, the countries of Scandinavia, Germany, England, Ireland (which
although part of Great Britain had a unique and separate immigration history), and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. By 1900 migration gradually
shifted to the east and the south and most immigrants hailed from Italy, the Czarist empire, Roumania, and other places in southern and eastern
Europe. Catholics predominated, with a significant influx of Eastern Orthodox also adding to America’s religious diversity. Immigration of the
industrial era also saw the size of America’s Jewish population grow exponentially. In 1870 about 250,000 Jews lived in the United States, but
the new migration that extended into the 1920s brought in an additional 3,000,000 Jews.

Not only Europeans made their way to the United States in these decades. Immigrants from Mexico, even from its more remote regions, began to
arrive in the late nineteenth century, primarily to work on the railroads, and they created small enclaves as far north as Chicago before the
beginning of the twentieth century. Women and men from Syria and Lebanon, mostly Christians, also arrived in the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Few of them flocked to industrial work, but as peddlers and small shopkeepers they provided consumer goods to industrial workers and
farmers, both native born and immigrant. Immigrants from the Punjab region, primarily Sikhs, arrived in the Pacific Northwest in the late 1800s
as well, and they joined railroad crews and logging camps. Some became farmers. Small numbers of immigrants also came from the Philippines,
Japan, and various islands of the Caribbean.

The two largest non-European immigrant groups in this period included French Canadians, streaming south into New England from Quebec and
the Maritime Provinces, and the Chinese. The two groups resembled each other in some ways. They each gravitated to a specific geographic
region in the United States, the former to New England with its textile industry and the latter to California, and formed visible ethnic enclaves.
But they had very di�erent histories in the United States. French Canadian immigration was never restricted and even after the imposition of
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quotas in the 1920s, they could come and go as they chose across a largely porous border.

The Chinese story followed a very di�erent course. The Chinese in fact were the only immigrants to ever be excluded specifically by nationality.
When Congress enacted across-the-board immigration restriction in the 1920s, it did not exclude any one group. When Japanese immigration
came to an end in 1908, it happened through a diplomatic agreement known as the Gentlemen’s Agreement.

The history of the Chinese stands in a class of its own. Between the end of the Civil War and 1882, about 300,000 Chinese immigrants had
entered the United States. Anti-Chinese sentiment had been running high in California since the 1850s, and in 1882 the United States Congress
passed the first piece of immigration restriction, of any kind, in the history of the nation. The Chinese Exclusion Act barred Chinese immigrants
from coming to the United States, although there were a few exempted categories, including students, merchants, and the children of naturalized
citizens. The imposition of such a restriction ushered in a new era in American history, one in which the federal government moved, slowly,
toward curtailing the uncapped flood of newcomers from abroad.

To many native-born Americans the influx of so many millions of foreigners, mostly Catholics and Jews, and most relatively poor and speakers of
myriad languages, seemed threatening to the way of life they considered authentically American. A quick summary of the major developments of
the years from the middle of the 1870s until 1900 shows how much the concern over immigration came to dominate national politics.

The trend toward government action vis-à-vis immigration may be said to have started with a US Supreme Court case in 1875, Henderson v. the
Mayor of New York, as the opening salvo in a debate that raged in America over immigration. In that case the Court ruled that the various states
could not regulate immigration individually from abroad as they chose, but that this power lay in the hands of Congress. Thus, the
long-established practice of leaving immigration to the states it was overturned. Congress soon passed the first act of restriction, banning
convicts and prostitutes from entering the United States. The first, and only, restriction of a specific group on the basis or national origin or race
came in 1882 with the passage of a temporary Chinese Exclusion Act, which became permanent in 1900 by congressional act. In 1885 Congress
passed the Foran Act, which prohibited the migration of contract labor, that is, women and men hired abroad and whose fare had been paid by an
American employer. In order for these restrictions and regulations to work Congress had to create a bureaucracy and in 1891, under the aegis of
the Treasury Department, it founded the Bureau of Immigration. So, too, in 1892 the immigrant-receiving station at Ellis Island opened its doors
(with smaller stations in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, Galveston, and San Francisco) making visible the regulatory process.

The 1890s saw not only the march toward regulation coordinated by the government, but also the emergence of organized citizen action against
immigration. In 1895 a group of elite women and men in Boston founded the Immigration Restriction League with the goal of preserving the
historic ethnic make-up of America—as defined by this group. They pushed for a literacy test, which passed in Congress in 1896, although
President Grover Cleveland vetoed the measure. In the early twentieth century during the presidency of Theodore Roosevelt, a few more
categories of potential immigrants got added to the list of the undesirables, including the “feeble-minded,” “imbeciles,” carriers of various
diseases, and anarchists.

This last category, anarchists, had a very specific origin, and tells us much about the rise of industrial America. In 1901 Leon Czolgosz, the son of
immigrants and an anarchist, assassinated President William McKinley. This shocking event stoked American fears about political turbulence and
radicalism, which they saw as a threat to the basic stability of the nation, and one associated with foreigners. As more and more Americans
worked for industrial employers who could force their employees to endure whatever conditions the boss wanted, at whatever rate of pay the
market could bear, more and more workers sought forms of action and organization to address their plight.

One event from each decade of this era can demonstrate the escalation of labor and radical action. In 1877—dubbed “the year of violence”—tens
of thousands of workers in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, West Virginia, and elsewhere shut down the rail system for more than forty days in the
Great Railway Strike. Local police across the strike regions used force to quell the strikes, and President Rutherford B. Hayes called in the Army
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to assist in this e�ort. A decade later, on May 4, 1886, a gathering in Haymarket Square in Chicago ended when a bomb was tossed into a group
of police o�cers trying to break up the crowd. The police fired into the crowd and in the process created a group of martyrs to the cause of labor.
In 1892 a strike at the Homestead, Pennsylvania, steel mills of Carnegie Steel pitted the police and armed Pinkerton detectives against workers
who had taken over the plant.

While immigrants alone did not participate in these strikes and in the labor and radical movements, many Americans in fact equated the two, and
growing numbers of them and their political representatives were convinced that continued immigration harmed the country, threatening the
coherence and stability of the nation.

Not all Americans, however, put the blame on the immigrants; some saw unbridled capitalism as the source of the social unrest. While some in
the Progressive movement harbored anti-immigrant sentiment, many in the movement believed that the fault lay with the system and not with
the women and men who had come to the United States to make a living and who fueled the nation’s industrial output and made its wealth
possible.

In 1890 a New York journalist, himself an immigrant from Denmark, Jacob Riis, castigated the greed of landlords and employers for immiserating
the lives of the city’s cigar workers, garment shop employees, and other laborers. His expose How the Other Half Lives, on conditions among the
poor in New York City, complete with photographs, was widely read and led to legislative action in New York. A year earlier two women in
Chicago, Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr, had opened up a settlement house, Hull House, in the packinghouse district where large numbers of
Polish, Italian, and eastern European Jews lived and labored. Starr and Addams experimented with various ways to both improve the lives of the
immigrant poor and advocate for them. Settlement houses like Hull House sprang up in Boston, Baltimore, New York, Bu�alo, Milwaukee, and in
all the large cities to which immigrants had gone, drawn by the magnet of the jobs available in American industry. Those immigrant workers and
the others across the country played a pivotal role in providing the labor necessary to create industrial America.

Hasia Diner is the Paul S. and Sylvia Steinberg Professor of American Jewish History and director of the Goldstein-Goren Center for American
Jewish History at New York University. Among her publications are From Arrival to Incorporation: Migrants to the US in a Global Age (2007) and
We Remember with Reverence and Love: American Jews and the Myth of Silence after the Holocaust, 1945–1962 (2009).


